Increased prolificacy
of piglets
By means of LEXIN
radiant panels
Lexin’s new far infrared heating system was the subject of a controlled experiment in an incubator room of the pig farm of Oliver Etienne,
a livestock breeder in Loudeac (Cotes d’Armor, France). The experiment took place during the course of winter and spring 2006. This
experiment was conducted as an independent test with the objective to measure of the effectiveness of the “Lexin solution”

Olivier Etlenne
Livestock Breeder

Infrared technology has been utilized in the
form of lamps for of many years, Olivier
Etienne and Jean Jacques Galliard (the local
Lexin representative and former livestock
breeder), worked together to conduct a comparison between Lexin and traditional technologies under natural conditions in order to
evaluate the performance of the Lexin panels
in an incubator room .

Lexin’s product line features panels in the far infrared range
which are particularly usable for agricultural applications.
Agricultural panels have housings that are completely water
tight.

Lexin panels were installed in an incubator room and used for 4
months; this document provides a progress report on test results;
the test concluded at the end of June, 2006.

One of the general characteristic of the radiant panels, is
the wavelength of the infrared radiation; its wavelength is
temperature dependent. Infrared lamps, for example would
have to be placed in close proximity to the piglets in order to
feel their effect; the infrared generated is concentrated and
you can feel the heat.
In contrast, with Lexin’s technology the radiation emitted by
the panels is in the far infrared, at 10.000 nanometers (10
micrometers). Lexin combines a relatively low temperature
heat-source and a large surface area, which produces longrange waves (2 panels centrally positioned to heat 8 cages)

Jean Jacques Le Galliard under a LEXIN panel accompanied by the person in charge of the incubator.
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Mr. Etienne’s farm produces a mixture of livestock and agricultural products. Annually, the farm produces 10,000 piglets, 400
were involved in this test.

Lexin panels are installed higher
than traditional technologies and
their infrared radiation warms both
animals and structures.

The breeding functions and logistics; Olivier Etienne also grows
corn, but.... only produces what is required to feed the animals.
The leftovers are recycled. The operation is virtually selfsustaining and is therefore is able to control cost and minimize
risk.
In addition the breeder and his wife manage the entire operation
and employees, which allows them to closely follow-up and the
monitor the incubators.

The key difference between Lexin
and traditional infrared technologies
is that Lexin is not based on hot
lamps or resistive materials. Lexin
utilizes a semi-conductive blackbody substrate that contains fixed
frequency resonant crystals. This
substrate is silk-screened onto a
glass surface (the largest size is 2’ X
4’) and is responsible to a stimulated
emission, which is the source of
Lexin’s infrared radiation.

Traditional system containing infra-red lamp
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Infrared is one of the electromagnetic radiation components, which covers
our universe and particularly our environment. Both a forest fire and the
sun are natural transmitters of far infrared radiation (Infrared should not be
confused with ultraviolet light, which can cause skin cancer and sun
strokes).
Natural radiation has been studied for many years; Electromagnetic radiation is categorized in many different types of radiation. Looking at the
“light and infrared” portion of the spectrum, we learn that light is divided
into colors (red, green, blue...), the infrared spectrum is divided into 3
segments; Infrared “A”, Infrared “B” and Infrared “C”, each designator
stands for a certain wavelength, or band. Each band has its own applications; industrial, agricultural or of human health.
One should be aware that the majority of infrared transmitters produce
radiation in the “near”, or short wavelength Infrared, moreover, none can
claim to be operating at a wavelength of 10 micrometer or 10.000 Nm (*).
The effective radiation is generally very weak and the transmitters operate
at an internal temperature of several thousand degrees (2.000°C for traditional infrared lamps). The radiation can only be felt near the lamp (12 to
36” typically); lamps radiate in the visible part of the spectrum (dark red
color).
Lexin operates at the opposite end of the spectrum, the “far” infrared;
Lexin’s transmitter is characterized as a “cold” transmitter (operating at 80
to 150 degrees C), allowing it to radiate over a much greater distance
(typically 13 to 14’), covering a large surface area (typically 23 to almost
30 square yards per panel). Although all infrared technology emits light, in
contrast to infrared lamps, Lexin’s transmitters emit only invisible light.
Under normal conditions, typical room temperatures are between 18 and
25° (certain panels can generate room temperatures as high as 60°C;
these are called sauna panels - contact Lexin for details).

Description of the installed system
Each incubator room has 8 stalls or cages, one room was equipped
with two Lexin panels, hanging from the ceiling. The other two rooms
used in the comparison had the same capacity. The comparison test
ran over a 4 month period and covered 5 series of births.

Birth Cycles
Room 1
Room 2
Average

1
7
6
+6,5

2
2
-1
1

3
1
5
3

4
4
1
+2,5

5
1
5
3

3
13
6
6
Room w. Lexin 10
+3,5
2
10 +3,5
3
Difference
Number of surviving weaned piglets

Total
15
16
+15,5
38
+22,5

Test results
Compared to the average of the 2 other rooms, an increase of 0.56
piglets per litter was obtained in the room equipped with the Lexin
panels and the weight of the piglets is much higher than the average.
Bringing the results of raising a litter of 400 healthier piglets and the
price of each piglet (€30/kg or $17/lbs) into perspective, this means a
sales turnover increase of €16,800 ($21,000), allowing for a return on
investment (exclusive of energy savings) between 12 and 18 months.
Additional benefits
Besides the purely statistical results, it was observed that the piglets are
« pinker », less anemic, and in better physical shape. Overall, there
were no occurrences of diarrhea (a major killer of young piglets).
In addition, the weakest of piglets were gathered and placed under
the “far” infrared panels, allowing these to recover and reach their
expected weight after just 2 weeks.
Lastly, the lactation of the mothers seems better and the animals
seemed calmer.
The omission of medication makes it possible for the piglets to obtain
better health, via natural nourishment.

The Electromagnetic Spectrum
Effects of “far” infrared on the environment
One of the benefits of far infrared is that it has a “disinfecting” ability, this
manifests itself as the ability to kill infectious germs. Lexin’s infrared
radiates in a uniform pattern, it works on the animals as well as the structure and hence, facilitates a complete cleansing of the environment
(walls, cages etc..) while it homogeneously heats the entire space (25°C
throughout the space).
Physiological effects of “far” infrared
Far infrared has been widely used as heat treatment in physiotherapy; it
has a relaxing effect on the body (relaxing which enhances both physical
and physiological comfort) which is equally effective as the use of antiinflammatory drugs. The infrared waves penetrate the skin tissue for
several millimeters and stimulate the blood-flow, allowing for better blood
penetration into the muscles.
(*) 10.000 nanometers. This wavelength allows the radiation “to undulate” (sway) through the air molecules; in other words, the air is
“transparent” to the radiation at a wavelength of 10 micrometer or 10,000
nm (see electromagnetic spectrum chart). If the wavelength were shorter, it
would bounce against the air molecules and, in turn would heat the air (at
that point, the system would become convective like 99% of the systems
known as “radiant” systems). It is this particular wavelength, which allows the radiation to travel long distances with a minimal energy input (all
being relative, of course) making this the ideal medium for domestic or
agricultural applications.

In summary, this study is evidence that the application of
Lexin’s far infrared will yield tangible results in the breeding of piglets. The results were noteworthy: Increased
productivity, a reduction of stress and heavier and “happier”
animals.
This test on 5 series of births and 3 rooms is only the beginning, it is to be continued in cooperation with scientists
and specialists in this sector (INRA, ITP, etc.),
... More to follow
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